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Discover the world of Turaset.In a remote country village, seventeen-year-old Celeste yearns

for excitement. When the bright lights of a distant city beckon, she makes her way there, and

city folk show Celeste more of the world than she ever imagined.But these people have their

reasons to cozy up to a country teenager, because Celeste’s family carries an ancient genetic

ability to track carbon emissions by sight. The trait is powerful enough to undercut Turaset’s oil

industry, and the titan running that industry wants Celeste’s family killed. Soon, she realizes

how out of her depth she is.Seven Strengths is an otherworldly but familiar coming-of-age

story. It highlights the enduring strength borne of family and friends.

"Peng Shepherd’s The Cartographers is… an enjoyable, fast-paced (and fantastical) thriller.…

[Shepherd] nails the sense of deep-seated, profound connection and love between a small

group of people drawn together by shared experience and interest, creating an intense familial

bond….The tragedy of the book is what happens to that bond — and why. The Cartographers

is both beautiful and intellectual, and Shepherd sticks the landing in a deeply satisfying

fashion…. It’s brilliant." -- Washington PostThe Cartographers is a memorable work of

speculative fiction, filled with “phantom settlements,” captivating flashbacks, alternate realities,

ill-fated passion and enduring love. There are echoes of Borges and Bradbury, Pynchon and

Finian’s Rainbow, but Ms. Shepherd’s exhilarating and enjoyable work casts a magical glow all

its own. -- Wall Street Journal"Peng Shepherd has done it again! The Cartographers is an

exquisitely written, brilliantly plotted, absolutely fantastic novel. A story like this reminds us of

why we all fell in love with reading to begin with. Be prepared to be swept away on an

incredible journey that will stay with you long after you turn the final page." -- Brad Thor,

#1 New York Times bestselling author of Black Ice"The Cartographers is a story about magical

maps that lead to your heart's desire, the sort of people who would do anything to find them,

and the joy, regret, and possibility they bring. A vastly rich experience. I loved this book." --

Charles Soule, author of The Oracle Year"Peng Shepherd flawlessly celebrates the ancient

craft of cartography while taking readers on a thrilling journey of discovery." -- Veranda on The

Cartographers"In this dark fable, a young woman finds a strange map among her estranged

father’s things after his untimely death. Deadly secrets and gothic-inflected speculative fiction

ensue." -- New Scientist on The Cartographers"If you enjoyed John Green’s Paper Towns, but

always wanted to read a book about ghost maps written for adults . . . then The

Cartographers is the book for you! . . . One of the cleverest mysteries of the year." --

CrimeReads"In this dark fable . . . deadly secrets and gothic-inflected speculative fiction

ensue."-- Literary Hub on The Cartographers"Cleverly imagined.... With an elaborately realized

plot, fanatic cartographers, maps with surreal powers generated by phantom settlements

(intentional errors), and many-faceted suspense, Shepherd contrasts science and art,

obsession and love in a bedazzling metaphysical tale of lost and found." -- Booklist on The

Cartographers"The Cartographers is wildly imaginative and totally mind-bending in the best

possible way. Shepherd has crafted a juicy mystery masquerading as a grown-up scavenger

hunt filled with astonishing twists and revelations. The result is a romp that’s pure pleasure to

read and will keep readers guessing" -- Bookpage (starred review) --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorPeng Shepherd was born and raised

in Phoenix, Arizona, where she rode horses and trained in classical ballet. She earned her



MFA in creative writing from New York University, and has lived in Beijing; London; Los

Angeles; Washington, D.C.; Philadelphia; and New York City. The Book of M is her first novel.--

This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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NoteAppendixChapter OneCeleste saved the bleeding for last.Her parents said do it first, but

the smell was so cloying, and it came strongest when the animal drained. Something to do with

nerve fluids mixing with the sulfur-rich blood—a protective response to repel predators. It

certainly repelled her.She debated where to start in on the half-grown, five-foot tharel splayed

out on the table before her. Three milky blue eyes, four stick-thin limbs, although one of those

was only a partial bud. This tharel had lost a foreleg, which explained how the hunters had

managed to nab it. If the creature had had another day or two, the limb would’ve regrown.Burrs

littered the lavender fur down to the soft silver undercoat, and while the fleas hopped less

thickly now, that was the only improvement in the animal’s condition. Celeste thought, not for

the first time, that her sister was old enough to dress kills, but somehow the job kept falling to

her.“No one should do this,” she murmured, brushing the longer fur that ran along the tharel’s

spine. A barely audible tinkling sounded from the hair shafts, and stilling her hand, Celeste

said, “You deserved to live.”Nothing about slicing into this wild thing appealed to her, but with a

clench to her jaw, she slipped the knife into the downy belly fur and cut toward the vent. She

made a second slit into the thinner skin of the neck and sliced back to the vertebrae. A surge of

odious musk wafted up. She grimaced, and in the barn five feet away, the horses stomped and

snorted.Celeste eased the skin down. Horrific task. Still, she thought, every task was dreadful,

whether it be cooking for strangers, serving them, cleaning their sheets, pulling their hair out of

the drains or a dozen other things. Helping run the family inn entailed one job after another,

although butchering was, without a doubt, the worst of the lot. If she took the inn someday, one

thing was certain: she’d refuse fresh game as payment.On the other side of the dirt lane

between the barn and the inn, the hunters who’d killed this tharel enjoyed tankards of ale on

the porch. First sun had set and the second one sat on the horizon. She heard occasional

snatches of their conversation.“Tomorrow, another tharel.”“No, we’d ought to track a

moarab.”Celeste exhaled and kept working. Rooms were half a rebla per night, a good rate in

these parts, and surely those hunters had a few reblas in their pockets. They ought to be able

to pay in cash.She dragged her hair from her face with her forearm and rolled the animal over.

The largest of its eyes stared at her, baleful.“Don’t blame me, buster. I’d rather be anywhere

else.”She cut down the midline again, through the muscle wall, to the organ meat. Curling wafts

of blood-scent—absolutely rank—met her, and she swallowed against bile. A dog barked. From

the sound, it was the tanner’s retriever two doors up, no doubt catching the scent of

musk.“Celeste!” Hubert, her papa, strode toward her. Solid boots, heavy trousers, a leather

vest over his cotton shirt. “You were to drain it first.”Her hands and wrists were coated and slick;

bits of entrails glopping between her fingers and onto the apron. “Hubert, look at me. The stink

gets in my clothes, my hair. It’s revolting. Can’t you smell it?”He looked her up and down, and



his expression gentled. He was a soft-hearted man, she thought, but not always sensible about

the draining. A tharel’s fluids acted as natural preservatives, so the meat wouldn’t spoil.But she

pressed her lips, because she’d voiced that opinion plenty of times, and it wouldn’t matter

much longer anyway, since tomorrow she’d be at the schoolhouse. She hoped to convince the

head instructor that she’d make a good teacher herself.Hubert examined her work now, which

she knew she’d handled well. She’d kept her incisions sharp and clean, and the table was

spotless, save where the carcass lay. He wouldn’t be able to fault her work, and he must have

realized this, because he nodded. “Go on inside, and I’ll finish here. Clean up and help your

sister in the yellow room.”Oh, thank the holy heavens above. Celeste untied the apron and

passed it over, flicked some goo off her fingers, and crossed to the inn. She scrubbed her

hands and face, then her hands a second time.A burst of laughter—the sound of more guests—

came from the front.Up in the yellow room, the largest of the guest rooms, her sister Ardelle

stood with her hands on her hips, surveying two stripped beds. A set of folded flannel sheets

lay on the chair by the window. Ardelle said, “Mama Ethyl told me to make these up.”“So? What

are you waiting for?” Celeste strode to the sheets.“Those are the big ones.”Celeste sighed and

set them down again, saying, “Come on, we’ll square the beds.”They pushed them together to

make them into one, which suited the sheets, and the entire room changed. Celeste frowned. A

vanity might fit next to the bureau, and fresh curtains would brighten things. If they put a rug

down, the floor wouldn’t creak so loudly.She shook her head. She didn’t want this inn. She

certainly didn’t need to be redecorating it.Ardelle fluffed a sheet, and they pulled it over both

mattresses and tucked the corners. Then Ardelle started humming a melody, the folk tune

Seven Strengths, which told the tale of four women who roamed the land in search of

adventure.A grin worked onto Celeste’s face, and she sang the words. This part wasn’t so bad,

working with her little sister, the two of them making a task go quickly. Celeste propped the

pillows against the headboards. “We need a spread. The brown duvet’s in the hallway

closet.”Ardelle brought it back, thick and soft. “It’s musty.”“Come on. It just needs air, spread it

out.” They draped it wide, and Celeste lifted the window, but a sulfurous stench flooded in like

fifty skunks had gone off. She swore and slammed the sash back down. “Not like that, I

guess.”More voices floated up the stairwell. A moment later Ethyl strode in, sturdy and

determined, in a faded brown dress and low-heeled shoes, her hair pulled back into a bundle.

“What is this? Why did you put these together?”“Ardelle had the big flannel sheets out. She

said they were the only ones.”“Ardelle,” Ethyl said, crossing her arms. “You were to do the

washing today.”A rush of disbelief filled Celeste. “You skipped chores? Again?”“It’s not my inn

and it never will be,” Ardelle said, dropping into the chair.“Both of you,” Ethyl said in strained

patience, “wash the sheets. Get them on the line, tonight.”“They’d smell better if we buried them

in manure.”“I’m sorry, Celeste. But we need two beds, so yes, washed and hung. In the

morning, finish this room. And Celeste, the receipts have stacked up. I need you to square

those away.”“I can’t tomorrow. I’m going to meet with—”Ethyl held up a hand. “Ardelle’s right,

these jobs fall to you.”Her jaw dropped, even as Ardelle stuck out the very tip of her tongue. But

Ethyl didn’t see that, and through force of will, Celeste gave a tight nod.Ethyl left, and Celeste

wheeled around. Stubborn frustration lay on Ardelle’s face. Celeste froze at the sight, her anger

fading, because as much as she wanted to rail at Ardelle, she understood her sister’s feelings.

It was hard enough to look after travelers, knowing this inn could be hers. If her future were

unknown, like Ardelle’s, then gutting tharels and all the rest would be even worse.Something

passed between them, a sense of unfairness at tradition, and with a deep breath, Celeste held

out a hand to help her sister up. “Come on. While we’re washing, you can tell me what you’d do

with this inn if it were yours.”Chapter TwoWearing her best woolen skirt and a freshly pressed



blouse, Celeste strode up to Collimais’ four-room schoolhouse. It lay on the southernmost edge

of the village, a ten-minute walk from the inn.Half a dozen youngsters, eight or nine years old,

played in the yard, their lessons over for the day. Celeste opened the heavy door, and a

vaguely unpleasant moistness met her, the smell of sweaty twelve-year-old boys and girls in

class. One was reading aloud, and Celeste slipped into the back of the room to wait.The

teacher, Miles, looked up from his desk and mouthed ‘one minute’ before returning to the

student’s recitation.“On Earth,” the boy said, struggling with the words, “children called their

parents ‘mama’ and ‘papa,’ or variants of these forms of address such as ‘mummy’ and ‘daddy,’

throughout their lives.”Someone snickered, and Celeste suppressed a smile of her own at the

idea of using such childish words once a person was old enough to live their own life. She

hadn’t called her parents ‘mama’ and ‘papa’ in several years, not since she was fourteen or

fifteen, and no doubt some of these twelve-year-olds had already transitioned as well.Frowning

before some of the longer words, the boy continued, “The practice died out at Turaset’s

founding. Children were expected to address their parents by name, to encourage

independence, which benefited the colony.” He looked up. “How much more?”Standing, Miles

waved his hand in a ‘that’s enough’ gesture and went to the board, where he wrote quick

numbers down the side. “All right, let’s review the key features of our founding.”A chorus of

voices answered.“Almost everyone died.”“We gave up technology.”“They changed us,” a girl

said, and Miles added as he wrote, “Yes, they changed our genetic material, our DNA.”Another

student said, “Everyone had to grow food,” and a girl added, “That’s a founding tenet.”“The

cities don’t follow those,” someone said in a jeer.“So we’re better!”The class broke into laughter,

and Miles circled the entire list. “Those are great, and I’d also suggest this: Our three-thousand-

year distant ancestors might find us as strange as we imagine they were. Based on what we’ve

read, come up with the one thing you think would surprise them most.”He handled them so

easily, Celeste thought in wonder, and the class responded to him as though they’d known him

forever. What skill he had.“Spend fifteen minutes on silent study before leaving,” Miles said. “Go

through the review questions at the end of the chapter if you haven’t, and don’t forget to finish

your math divisions. I’ll be in my office with Celeste.”They shuffled around, pulling out papers

and books, and she wondered again what it would be to direct a room full of youngsters and

see them follow instructions. Until this moment, she hadn’t pictured such details, but what if

she could stand in front of a classroom and lead, in this way? Her heart skipped a beat. Of

course, any path was preferable to the one her parents had laid out.Miles came back and,

gesturing out, led Celeste down the hall. His lanky frame fit his name, she thought. Miles. It was

a nice name for a nice person.She followed him into his office, where he sat behind a battered

desk. The blotter looked as beat up as the desk, and a small ceramic cup, chipped and cracked

and filled with pencils, sat in the corner. Miles certainly used his things.Celeste took the second

chair. “I’m sorry I missed yesterday’s appointment.”“Everything’s all right? The family’s well?”

An undercurrent of worry colored Miles’ voice, something implied but unsaid. “You haven’t

heard from Rees by any chance?”Rees was her grandpapa, and she frowned, realizing that

Rees must have been a great uncle of sorts to Miles. Celeste hadn’t seen Rees in years.

“Everyone’s fine, thank you. I wanted to come yesterday, but chores stacked up. This

opportunity—Miles, I’d really love to work with you.” She stopped. She hadn’t intended to blurt

that out with her opening words.“Your interest surprises me. Aren’t you in line for the inn?”She

didn’t answer, instead fishing a slip of paper from her skirt pocket and setting it on the desk.

“These are my scores from when I was a student. I read at an advanced level from age five,

and I met expectations in mathematics.”He ran his eyes over the sheet.“Since I’ve graduated,”

she said, “I’ve done all the accounting at the inn, so my numbers have stayed sharp. My



penmanship’s decent, as you can see, and my scores in history and society placed me in the

top third of my class.” She went on, sharing ideas for teaching stories to use with the smaller

children.He nodded, his attention staying on the paper. “Celeste, the position’s supervisory, so

there’s no teaching involved.”She blinked, thinking, and deciding that working as a supervisor

might lead to teaching someday. “That’s fine. Presumably, whoever you hire would do well to

know stories and games.”“Fair enough,” he said with a chuckle. “I’m sure you’d do a good job.”

She smiled at that, and his eyes, warm and brown, crinkled in shared amusement. He said,

“Why are you interested? If Ardelle had come along to ask, I might understand, but you have

the inn waiting for you.”Her hands twisted together in her lap. They were calloused and brown,

tanned heavy from working with the horses and hanging sheets and all the rest. She had the

hands of a laborer. She hated it. “Well, families stay with us, and sometimes their children

misbehave. Any experience with children here would benefit me in the future. I’d like to be the

best innkeeper I can be.”With a gentle smile, Miles said, “I’m not convinced that’s true.”Celeste

looked down, embarrassed. She didn’t know Miles well—he’d arrived during Ardelle’s final year,

after Celeste’s own schooling had ended—but people said he could spot lies. Ardelle said he

carried the same ancestral trait as their grandpapa, Rees. Celeste lowered her voice, saying,

“To be perfectly honest, I don’t want the inn. I thought teaching might suit me better.”After a

moment of heavy silence, he said, “And that’s the truth of it, isn’t it?”She nodded and wondered

how he knew. Ardelle said he could see a person’s breath. That the act of lying changed a

person’s breath, and he perceived that, because he could see air.When Celeste had been only

five or six years old, she’d overheard conversations between Ethyl and Grandpapa Rees. He’d

called his ability aerovoyancy. He called it shameful, and she’d never understood why. Perhaps

she misremembered, but ‘shameful’ was the word that lodged in her thoughts. He said he

wouldn’t wish his trait on anyone. Celeste used to wonder if that explained why she

disregarded the family trait to begin with.Well, she didn’t have it. Aerovoyancy had no bearing

on her life at all.“I admire your independence and drive,” Miles said. “Those will serve you

well.”She flashed a smile. “Absolutely. Independent, that’s me.”“But hiring you . . . hmm.” He

looked up to the ceiling for a moment, his fingers steepled. Her heart thumped faster, because

it seemed he was considering it, and she finished his sentence in her thoughts. Hiring her

would be a perfect solution for everyone. Hiring her would be a dream.Miles leaned forward.

“Hiring you would be awkward. The position is five days a week, four hours each day, and I

doubt Ethyl would look kindly on that.”She drew back, unsure she’d heard properly. “I’d do

whatever you need, whether it was watching the little ones, or tutoring the older ones, or

helping with grading. I’d keep the classroom spotless.”His forehead wrinkled, and her confusion

shifted to disbelief. “You’re saying no.”“That’s right.”A knock came from the door. A girl from the

classroom stood there. “Mr. Penano, Hannah says I got my divisions wrong. She’s mad

because I did better on the test.”Celeste looked back and forth between the student and Miles.

Here was a chance to prove herself, and she held out a hand. “Let’s have a look.” The girl

handed her paper over.From the sheet, this one knew her numbers backward and forward up

through the sixteens. The name at the top said ‘Sarah,’ and Celeste smiled. “Not a single

mistake, Sarah. Was your test today?” Sarah gave a quick nod, and Celeste knew she’d

connected. She put a hand on Sarah’s wrist. “Give Hannah a day or two. You’ll be friends again

before you know it.”Sarah looked at Miles, and Celeste handed the divisions over, but he waved

a hand at them, saying, “I’m certain you’ve done those correctly. You’re free to go.”Sarah

grinned and dashed off, and Miles watched as she ran down the hallway. He said, “That girl

describes waves and complex theory as if by instinct. She has a natural grasp of harmonics

and can calculate cubed roots in her mind up to seven places. Sarah’s euclidic; I’d bet my



horse on it.”Celeste frowned but said nothing. Euclidism was another ancestral trait, one to do

with spatial reasoning, but the division problems on that sheet weren’t difficult, and ancestral

traits were rare.“You’d make a very kind teacher, Celeste.”“Thank you. I’d love the chance to

try.”He took a pencil from his holder and began to write, saying as he did, “Good teachers are

worth something.”“I understand.” Her pulse quickened. It seemed he’d changed his mind, and

her thoughts raced ahead. She’d need to talk with Hubert and Ethyl about it, but they’d see

reason, and besides, they had years ahead to manage the inn. They’d understand that a job

like this was an opportunity, and that she’d grow from it. “You said teacher just now, not

supervisor.”He nodded. “And a good teacher is patient. Teaching involves letters and numbers,

yes, but the best teachers also help students understand their potential, and their community,

as well as their past and where their futures could lie. If a teacher does their job well, everyone

benefits.” He passed over the sheet.At the top, it said, “Teaching position in Beamais Village.” A

numbered list of skills followed, including singing, mnemonic devices, and various historical

topics. Celeste looked back up. “I don’t understand.”“You came in today to show me you can be

a good teacher. I don’t claim to be a good teacher, but I understand the job, and believe me, a

good teacher takes setbacks in stride.” An emotion between regret and apology shadowed his

face, and as he continued, his words sounded more like an excuse. “I won’t hire you, Celeste.

Simply put, our family ties must be kept quiet.”“Quiet? This village is tiny. Everyone knows

everyone.”He gave a wry nod. “I’m not concerned about the neighbors. What concerns me are

strangers who pass through. Their priorities skew in odd directions, and I can’t afford to draw

attention.”Her mouth fell open. None of her preparation mattered, not one bit of it. Miles cared

more about their shared blood.“And there’s still the fact that Ethyl expects you to take her inn.”“I

don’t want it.”His brow furrowed. “Eventually, many of those fortunate enough to have a

business waiting find gratitude at being in a position like yours. No doubt Ethyl expects your

views on the matter to develop. Presumably, you’ll marry someday, have children, and pass the

inn along to one of them.”Celeste’s throat grew tight. “You’re refusing me because of Ethyl?

Because we’re cousins? Because I might have children? None of this has to do with me.”He

reached over to put a hand on top of her own, a genuine action despite the impasse between

them. “How many times have I come round to the inn since I moved here?”She wouldn’t cry,

she wouldn’t.“Not even once. It’s a risk I won’t take. Rees is too well-known up and down the

foothills.”Her throat grew thicker yet, and she wiped a hand across her eyes, but the words on

the sheet blurred, anyway. “You won’t—”“I cannot,” he said, leaning forward. “Don’t argue, just

listen. With your determination, you can do anything you set your mind to. If you don’t want the

inn, don’t take it. Find something to your liking—teaching or something else—but in the

meantime, practice the items on this list.”She choked back a sob.“If a family stays at the inn,

babysit the children, and as you do, play math or spelling games, and decide if you’d enjoy

doing these things day in and day out. If you do, maybe you have what it takes to be a teacher,

but you might decide you’d rather plan meals and look after guests.”She kept from sobbing

outright, but tears dripped down her cheeks. The lines on his face deepened, and with a

comforting squeeze to her hand, he said, “If you find you have a knack with children, which I

already suspect you have an inkling that you do, then I suggest you talk about it with Ethyl.

Then, come see me, say, in a month or two. Beamais Village is looking to hire, and I’d willingly

recommend you for the job.”Sniffling, she reminded herself it was a path, anyway, one that

could lead her away from the inn. Through a shuddering breath, she nodded. She’d practice

every single item on this list until she could do them all in her sleep. Celeste folded the sheet

and slipped it into her pocket. She swallowed against the last of her disappointment and said,

“Thank you, Miles.”Chapter ThreeIn the front room two weeks later, Celeste tackled item twelve



on Miles’ list: Help children focus.A family had gathered to read to their daughters, and Celeste

paid mind to the parents, mending a tablecloth as she did. It was one of soft linen with peonies

embroidered along the edge. A corner of the cloth had frayed so badly that threads dangled

halfway to the floor, and she reinforced the hem with a double row of small, even stitches.A

pretty girl with a headful of red curls sat on her mama’s lap and sucked her thumb as the papa

flipped another book open. The older girl, nine or ten with a serious face, listened from a few

steps away. It intrigued Celeste that the parents met the older girl’s eyes with smiles and nods

of encouragement, but didn’t ask her to come closer. They seemed to understand how much

attention she wanted, and Celeste wondered if she could develop such a sense.Yes. She’d be

able to gauge children, even a classroom full of them. Her nerves fluttered again at the thought

of guiding young children in their lives.The papa said, his voice resonant, “The caves are deep,

and the homes are round. The people in the homes are happy.”Celeste fell into the pleasing

rhythm of his voice. The story was a childhood favorite, and she recalled imagining great

underground caverns with people and animals and farms, all hidden away, an impossible make-

believe place.
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Sharon Brown, “Interesting Read. 17-year-old Celeste is an engaging heroine. She's stuck in

the countryside and heir to a family business she has no interest in running. It's a lot of work,

plus it has driven a wedge between herself and her younger sister who isn't in line to inherit.

Celeste's yearns for a more meaningful life than changing bed sheets, cooking, and cleaning at

the family inn. She secretly applies for a teaching position where she can make a difference. Of

course, it falls through as she has no experience or training. Her parents are upset when they

find out. They have different future for her that includes marriage to a young man she is not

interested in spending the rest of her life. Her parents try to convince her that their plan will not

only protect her but the family because the family bloodline contains a special genetic trait. It's

both a gift and a curse that the powerful combustion industry wants to control. Celeste is

convinced she is not in danger and when a new opportunity for her to leave the rural life for the

city begs her parents to let her go. It's a free education and it seems to be an answer to her

dreams—that is if she can convince her parents.Overall I really enjoyed the heroine even

though at times she seemed a little naïve as she navigates her coming of age saga. I liked the

world the author created and I liked the difficulties thrown at Celeste. At times the storyline

seemed to jump ahead and I would have liked stronger transition scenes but I doubt this would

bother most YA readers. The one thing I would have liked less of is the intimate details of the

romantic scenes. A case of less would have been more.”

Stjepan Varesevac Cobets, “I would recommend the book to fans of YA science fiction. My

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/GDRm/Seven-Strengths-A-Tale-from-Turaset-The-Industrial-Age


rating 4.1The book "Seven Strengths: A Tale from Turaset" by P.L. Tavormina is a solid YA

science fiction novel set on Turaset after the cataclysm hit the planet they lived in the past. The

book says that it is necessary to live with nature and not destroy it with excessive

industrialization, which could eventually force us to look for a new home. Although this is a YA

book, we can find the prophetic truth of what could happen to our planet if we put greed for

money ahead of nature. The book is well written, and the characters are well crafted, so

readers who will read this book will enjoy it.The story in the book follows seventeen-year-old

Celeste, who, with her family, maintains a tourist lodge in a small rural village. Celeste would

like to become a teacher, but a sudden visit will take her to a college in one of the cities on the

planet. Although her parents reluctantly agree to it, at the same time, they tell her the truth

about her origins. Her family carries an ancient genetic ability to track carbon emissions by

sight, but that didn't stop Celeste from going to college. At first, she enjoyed all the benefits that

the industrial revolution brought and the love she found, but in time she will miss the peace she

had in the countryside. She will slowly begin to realize that all that glow behind the scenes has

a dark side and that she will need to make a decision that can hurt her heart and soul.I would

recommend the book to fans of YA science fiction.”

Jeff Chapman, “Coming of age story. Seven Strengths is coming-of-age story in which Celeste

journeys from her sheltered life in the country to attend school in a city. City life broadens her

horizons and certainly has its appeals but also teaches her, through some hard lessons, the

value of her family and the opportunities at home.The setting is a planet called Turaset, which

was colonized by a group of refugees from planet Earth. The refugees had hoped to create a

world where people lived in harmony with the environment, so as not to destroy it. The state of

technology is roughly early twentieth century. Automobiles and electricity have been introduced

in some places and the major source of power is fossil fuels. The conflict between the

combustion industries and the wisdom of the original refugees is the story's underlying driving

force.The story has some elements of science-fiction, but there are some characters who have

pseudo-magical abilities. Some of these abilities are seen as threatening by the combustion

industries and are hunted. I read the story as a fantasy set in another world. If you're looking

for lots of action and fighting, this is not the book for you. If you want more of a domestic story

with lots of character development, give Seven Strengths a read. You'll be glad you did.”

Scott, “Enjoyable coming of age sci-fi. Set in a future in which earthlings have resettled on a far-

off planet, our main character must decide where her place lies in the world. She longs to throw

off the constraints handed to her by birth: the inheritance of a hotel in the country with its daily

burdens and drudgery. But as she explores her options, she begins to wonder if the hotel is

perhaps a better choice than she first imagined.I enjoyed this story for its well-developed

characters and world construction. While the pace is not fast, neither is it slow. The story

moves along at a nice pace that kept me turning the pages. I wanted to find out what would

happen to Celeste, her sister, friends, and family. I wished a bit more had been developed

regarding the special skills belonging to the family and the dangers.The length was just right,

and I found it a good read.”

Jessica Pritt, “Absolutely loved!!. This book was great! Very different, unique world, and

loveable characters. I loved the storyline. The story flowed wonderfully. Definitely a page turner!

The main character, Celeste, is courageous, strong willed, and intelligent. I can't wait to read

the next book!”
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